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CONS P EC TU S

T his Account is about coaxing molecules into spaces barely big enough
to contain them: encapsulation complexes. In capsules, synthetic

modules assemble to fold around their molecular targets, isolate them from
the medium for relatively long times, place them in a hydrophobic environ-
ment, and present them with functional groups. These arrangements also
exist in the interior spaces of biology, and the consequences include the
familiar features of enzymes: rapid reactions, stabilization of reactive
intermediates, and catalysis. But inside capsules there are phenomena
unknown to biology or historical chemistry, including new structures, new
stereochemical relationships, and new reaction pathways.

In encapsulation complexes, as in architecture, the space that is created by a structure determines what goes on inside. There
are constant interactions between the container and contained molecules: encounters are not left to chance; they are prearranged,
prolonged, and intense. Unlike architecture, these reversibly formed containers emerge only when a suitable guest is present. The
components exist, but they cannot assemble without anything inside. Modifications of the capsule components give rise to the
results of the present Account. The focus will be on how seemingly small changes in the encapsulation complexes, exchanging a
CdS for a CdO, reducing an angle here and there, or replacing a hydrogen with a methyl, can lead to unexpectedly large
differences in behavior.

Recognition in Chemistry and Biology
Molecular recognition and the intermolecular forces that

drive it are largely invisible to synthetic chemistry, even

though a recognition event precedes practically every

bimolecular reaction. Physical organic chemists were in-

volved in recognition studies and found it useful and con-

venient to determine intermolecular forces in nonaqueous

solutions: synthetic reactionsweremost often carried out in

organic solvents, anyway. But molecular recognition in

water has been cast as one of the outstanding problems

of the day and it might appear that physical organic

chemistry is not up to or less well-equipped to deal with

its challenges. Yet thehistorical record showsotherwise: the

enthalpic hydrophobic effect,1 the cation/π interactions,2

and the 55% solution3 are all products of physical organic

chemistry rather than, say, biochemistry. More specifically,

these interpretations emerged from synthetic receptors that

more or less completely surrounded their targets in eitherwater

or other solvents, but the phenomena that were identified

have since been confirmed in proteins. The controlled,

small spaces of the synthetic structures are defined in large

part by aromatic panels, so this Accounts issue is particularly

apt; the perspective is physical organic chemistry, but if the

results are relevant to biology, so much the better.

Molecules Inside Molecules
At the outset of our work on hydrogen-bonded capsules

nearly 20 years ago, we incurred a disadvantage: each

capsule required a de novo synthesis, some of which

involved 20 steps to reach the goal of creating assemblies

that completely surrounded their targets. These arrange-

ments, molecules inside molecules, had been introduced

earlier by Collet in Lyon4 and Cram in Los Angeles.5 They

used covalent structures that can last many years. We

arrived at dynamic systems with reversible uptake and

release of target molecules for studies in recognition. More-

over, copies of a single module that could self-assemble

around the target offered obvious advantages in synthesis.

A single molecule of methane or ethane could be accom-

modated in the earliest capsule, the “tennis ball”,6 and a
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number of other roughly spherical shapes of different sizes

followed.7 But it was not until we prepared 1.18 (Figure 1)

with a cylindrical shape that new arrangements of mole-

cules held inside could be created.9

A Wider Capsule
One of the simplest modifications had to do with the width

of the capsule 1.1. Modeling indicated that the girth could be

increased without altering the length through replacing the

imides with thioureas as in 2.2 (Figure 2). The corresponding

urea capsules had already been prepared,10 and the target

thiourea was easily synthesized.11 Thioureas have in-

creased acidity12 and are better hydrogen-bond donors than

the corresponding ureas but the lower electronegativity of S

versus O weakens its action as an acceptor, a key to the

success of thioureas in organocatalysis.13

The tetrathiourea dimerized in the presence of suitable

guests and a capsule was formed as shown. We studied the

encapsulation of a series of normal alkane guests in mesity-

lene-d12 as reported earlier for tetra-imide capsule 1.1, and the

spectra are shown in Figure 3. The longest such alkane that is

seen inside 1.1 is n-tetradecane, but it must assume a helical

conformation that shortens its length and makes it thicker.14

The coiling introduces energetically pricey gauche interactions

along the chain, but at the same time permits attractive C�H/π

interactions between alkane and capsule. An uneasy, spring-

loaded equilibrium resultswhere repulsive andattractive forces

are delicately balanced. The trans-tetradec-7-ene is also taken

up, but all attempts to encapsulate n-pentadecane in 1.1 failed.

A parallel encapsulation study using 2.2 gave the NMR

spectra shown, and the trend of alkane signals is similar to

those inside capsule 1.1 for the shorter alkanes n-C10H22 to

n-C13H28. The longer n-C14H30 is also accommodated in 2.2,

but the spectrum now indicates a change of guest shape.

Unexpectedly, n-C15H32 is also encapsulated, and the signals

are even more revealing. The end methyl groups are in

different magnetic environments but exchange rapidly on

the NMR time scale. Apparently, the two longer alkanes

n-C14H30 and n-C15H32 are in a “folded” conformation where

one end is deep in the cavitand while the other is near the

walls. This shortens the guest enough to fit inside the

capsule. Every signal of the alkane is an averaged chemical

shift of two magnetic environments. Unfortunately, further

details of the conformation cannot be deduced from the

spectra, but a schematic proposal is given in Figure 4 in

which a “kink” can move rapidly up and down the aliphatic

chain.

What causes the different behavior in the two capsules

1.1 and 2.2? Apparently, the thiourea maintains hydrogen-

bonding that keeps the capsule intact while the kink in the

alkane guest moves along the chain. The thiourea capsule is

some 2.2 Å wider at the middle; the increased girth allows

the encapsulated species to experience contortions beyond

simple gauche interactions.15 These shapes, the helical and

folded alkane, are unknown in solution; and even enzyme

interiors show only bent alkyl structures.16 Tight-fitting

alkane chains appear in other synthetic assemblies17 and

covalent complexes.18 Their contortions and tight packing

are now becoming advantageous in catalysis.19,20

FIGURE 1. Structure of the imide 1. Its self-assembled capsule is
modeled as a DFT-minimized (B3LYP/6-31G*) representation. The
peripheral alkyl chains are omitted for clarity.

FIGURE 2. Structure of the thiourea-containing cavitand 2. Its self-
assembled capsule is modeled as a DFT-minimized (B3LYP/6-31G*)
representation. The peripheral alkyl chains are omitted for clarity.
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Slightly Different Spacers
The problems posed by de novo capsule synthesis quickly

evaporated when it was found that 1.1 could be expanded

merely by adding suitable spacer modules in solution

(Figure 5a). The cylindrical capsule host 1.1 shows a sponta-

neous response to glycoluril 3 (Figure 5b) when appropriate

guests are present. New assemblies emerge. A “belt” of four

glycolurils inserts into the hydrogen bonds in the middle of

the capsule in an unexpected twisted arrangement. This

results in a chiral assembly 1.34.1. The glycolurils act as

spacer elements21 that increase the length by some 7 Å and

the capacity of the inner space by some 200 Å3. The

elongation of 1.1 with 3 appears unlimited: longer guests

can drive the assembly toward further extension and incor-

porate two, three, or four belts of glycoluril spacers.22 The

glycolurils were intended to fit into the corners of the

cavitand 1 by offering superior hydrogen bond acceptors

to the imides' N�H donors. The twisted belt arrangement

arises, in part, fromangularmismatch between cavitand and

glycoluril. The adjacentwalls of cavitand1 are at right angles

(Figure 5d), but the ureido functions of 3 (Figure 5b)

are presented at a larger angle of approximately 113�.23

We sought a more appropriate complement to the right

angles of the cavitand and arrived at propanediurea 4. The

corresponding angle of 4 (Figure 5c) is ∼99�,24 and we

expected its smooth integration into 1.1. Typical self-assembly

processes that incorporate multiple subunits create cavity

shapes of high symmetry such as spheres, polyhedra, and

cylinders. So we were unprepared for the new capsules featur-

ing “S”- and “banana”-shapes that resulted from themiscegena-

tion of 1 and 4.

We used n-alkanes as guest probes since we had exten-

sive experience with their behavior in the glycoluril-

extended capsules: the characteristic NMR signals that reveal

their positions and dispositions and their flexibility in filling

the spaces. Figure 6 shows the 1H NMR spectra recorded at

280K, since all the assemblies exhibited sharp signals at that

FIGURE 3. Upfield regions of the 1H NMR spectra (600MHz, mesitylene-d12, 300 K) of encapsulated guests. Left: n-tetradecane and trans-tetradec-7-
ene in 1.1. Right: alkanes (n-C10H22 to n-C15H32) in 2.2.

FIGURE 4. (a) Cartoon representation of the folding of n-C15H32 in 2.2.
A mechanism for chemical exchange between the two ends involving
a moving “kink” (red) is proposed.

FIGURE 5. (a) Models of the cylindrical capsules 1.1 and the extended
1.34.1. (b and c) Structures of the glycoluril 3, and propanediurea 4. (d)
Top view of cavitand 1. Peripheral alkyl and aryl groups have been
deleted.
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temperature. The shortest alkane n-tetradecane (n-C14H30),

gave two new assemblies (labeled I and II; Figure 6, line 1).

Integration of the spectra showed both arose from insertion

of four molecules of 4 into capsule 1.1. The magnetic

environment at the two ends of either capsule is the same

and signals are identical for C1/C14, C2/C13, C3/C12, and C4/

C11. The upfield shifts of the guest signals, and especially

their spacing, indicate an extended conformation with little

or no compression (coiling). At ambient temperature or

higher, both assemblies appear achiral, but as the sample

is cooled, diastereotopic geminal guest protons are ob-

served for the guest in the major assembly (I), indicating a

chiral environment on the NMR time scale. A D4-symmetric

structure 1.44.1 (Figure 7) is indicated for this assembly,

which is the propanediurea version of the chiral assembly

1.34.1. The glycoluril-derived capsule, however, racemized

at higher temperatures with longer and compressed

n-alkane guests (C17�C19) which exerted pressure from the

inside. The faster racemization of 1.44.1 suggests a weaker

H-bonded network compared to 1.34.1.

Theminor assembly II is observed at lower temperatures

(e280 K), and the n-C14H30 guest inside behaves as if it

experiences a longer space. Moreover, the guest's methy-

lene protons in II are not diastereotopic (even at low

temperatures) indicating an achiral structure for this ex-

tended capsule. The methylene signals are shifted slightly

downfield (ca. 0.1�0.3 ppm, Figure 6)when compared to the

corresponding signals in assembly I. As the sample is heated,

the two assemblies interconvert and show coalescence of

the signals at ca. 300 K. Similar behavior was observed on

encapsulation of n-pentadecane, during which a ROESY

experiment showed exchange between the guest signals

in the two different assemblies. What is the structure of II?

Molecular modeling suggests a C2h-symmetric assembly

1.40
2.42.1 (the prime [0] denotes the horizontal orientation

of the propanediurea carbonyls as shown in Figure 7). The

C2h-symmetry is responsible for the appearance of two

imide N�H signals, four different ureido N�H-resonances,

three PD-bridgehead C�H signals, two different methine

C�H0s, and six aromatic C�H signals. Many of the signals

FIGURE 6. 1H NMR spectra of extended capsules formed with guests
from n-tetradecane to n-tricosane. The concentrations are 4.8 mM in
cavitand 1, 10.4 mM in propanediurea 4 (20.8 mM in 4 for guests
n-C19H40 to n-C23H48), and 24 mM in guest (148 mM for guests
n-C21H44to n-C23H48) with mesitylene-d12 as solvent. All spectra were
recorded at 280 K.

FIGURE 7. Models of the capsule assemblies I�IV and their approx-
imate cavity lengths. (Peripheral alkyl and aryl groups have been
deleted.)
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are also enantiotopic due to the plane of symmetry in the

assembly. The structure may have a glycoluril counterpart:

in the glycoluril-derived 1.34.1, interconversion of the en-

antiomers is believed to proceed through an intermediate

with two planes of symmetry; however, the structure pro-

posed for II, mutatis mutandis, would also explain the

racemization.

The enantiotopic signals of capsule II (1.40
2.42.1) were

revealed by encapsulation of a chiral guest. Waldvogel et al.

had earlier25 shown that 2-tetradecanol in capsule 1.1

induced local stereoselective helical folding, and we applied

this approach to 1.40
2.42.1 with a suitable guest, 2-heptade-

canol. Indeed, doubling of the enantiotopic host signals of II

occurred with this guest and the imide N�H signals of the

host became diastereotopic.26

Hydrocarbons are moving targets that can compress and

lengthen depending on the available space. Likewise, the

capsules can incorporate or shed spacers to accommodate

the alkane guest: these systems display an extensive and

mutual induced fit behavior. Each methylene added to an

extended n-alkane chain increases the length by 1.25 Å and

each carbon atom added to the coiled chain increases

the length by 0.93 Å.27 It was no surprise, then, that in the

presence of 4 and the longer n-octadecane (n-C18H38) the

emergence of yet a new encapsulation assembly III

(Figure 6, line 5) in addition to II could be detected. The

guest is in a more relaxed conformation, and separated

imide NH signals are seen. The formation of III is exclusive

with n-nonadecane and a chiral structure is required since a

diastereotopic CH2-group of this guest can be observed at

240�300 K. Unaccountably, six spacer units of 4 are taken

up, an unprecedented number, since all other extensions

involve multiples of four units. We arrived at the unusual

“banana”-shaped structure 1.40
2.44.1 (Figure 8) of C2-symme-

try, apparently formed by the insertion of two units of 4 into

assembly II. The NMR spectrum shows four imide N�H's,

twelve different urea NH-resonances, six bridgehead C�H

signals for 4, four different methine C�H signals, and eight

aromatic C�H signals.

The structure was supported by the NOE-signals ob-

served, the simulated NMR-spectrum at the DFT-level of

theory (B3LYP/6-31G*) and molecular modeling. Additional

evidence for the unusual shape of III came from its shape-

selective encapsulation of rigid (nondeformable) guests. For

example, the rectilinear p-pentaphenyl (5) was taken up by

the previously described doubly extended capsule 1.38.1,

(Figure 8), but it is inconveniently shaped for the bent III and

was not encapsulated. However, the bent dialkynylketone 6

was encapsulated in the congruent III but not in the incom-

patibly linear capsule 1.38.1.

With n-eicosane (n-C20H42) as guest, the same assembly

III (1.40
2.44.1) was observed, and, as expected, the guest

signals are shifted upfield (Figure 6 line 7; up to 0.5 ppm for

protons at C4/C17), indicating a more compressed guest

conformation. Yet another new species was induced in

response to n-heneicosane (n-C21H44) as guest. The new

assembly was seen competing with III but with the longer

n-docosane as guest a single complex (IV, Figure 6 line 9)

emerged. Integration of the spectrum revealed eight units of

4 were present in the new, elongated assembly. An achiral

structure for this doubly extended capsule was indicated,

since guest methylene signals did not become diastereoto-

pic even at low temperatures. We favor the D2-symmetric

structure for IV (1.40
4.44.1) shown in Figure 7; this assign-

ment is, admittedly, an extrapolation but is supported by 1H

NMR data and results of NOE experiments. The assembly

features two imide N�H signals, eight different urea NH-

resonances, six bridgehead C�H signals of 4, two different

methines C�H, and six aromatic C�H signals. With the

longer n-tricosane (n-C23H48), assembly IV is still formed,

but the signal-to-noise ratio is poor even in the presence of

60 equivalents of guest (Figure 6 line 10).

Harnessing π/π Attractions
Although individual π/π interactions are weak, they are

typically numerous in protein interiors and contribute in

sum to protein folding and thermal stability.28 We also

found that a number of these weak interactions in the new

capsules29 can impart selectivity to the self-assembly

FIGURE 8. Selective encapsulation of complementary shaped guests in
assembly III and the previously reported, doubly extended cylindrical
capsule 1.38.1.
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process itself. The existence of mixtures of complexes I and

IIwith guests C14�C16 indicates that they are comparable in

free energy. This thermodynamic balance suggested that

contributions from even small aromatic π�π attractive inter-

actions forces could tip the balance for formation of one

assembly over the other. The system might serve to measure

π�π interactions, in the same way as Wilcox et al. measured

edge-to-face interactions with a torsion balance.30

Specifically, we installed aromatic panels on the propa-

nediurea units in two different ways. In the first, direct

attachment of phenyl groups to the framework (as in

spacer 7) resulted in aromatic units that are directed away

fromassembly I (1.74.1, Figure 9a). In the second, connection

was through a CH2 unit (as in the benzyl groups of spacer 8)

inserted between the frame and phenyls. This allowed

enough flexibility for the aromatic panels to fold back on

each other or onto the outer surface of capsule I (1.84.1). The

latter arrangement offers stabilizing π�π interactions to the

assembly's hydrogen-bonding array (Figure 9b). Molecular

modeling estimated the distance between the aromatic π

surface to the hydrogen-bonding array at∼3.5 Å, a value in

agreement with literature precedents.31�33

In the capsule arrangement 1.84.1, eight benzene rings (two

on each of the four spacers) can make these contacts, but

assembly II (1.80
2.82.1), loses half of these interactions, since the

spacers (highlighted in orange in Figure 9c) cannot stack their

benzylic functions back onto the hydrogen bonding surface.

With the benzyl spacers, the shorter guests (n-C14H30 to n-

C16H36) induced only assembly I and even the longer C17H36

was bound exclusively I. Control experiments with benzyl

spacers having bulky peripheral groups showed that stack-

ing was the driving force for the assembly.

But returning to the cases at hand, what governs the

structural changes in the two assemblies? Longer guests

apply pressure on the two ends of the capsule. The pressure

of the compressed guests favors spacer orientations that

give the capsule longer dimensions. For example, the acces-

sible cavity length in II is approximately 1 Å longer than that

in I. An additional factor is the filling of space: complexes

which stay very close to the ideal packing coefficient3 of

slightly more than 50% are favored over a wide range of

guest lengths. The induced fit of the host and the adapt-

ability of the guest appear inextricably linked. But even the

π�π interactions on the outside of the assembly can provide

stabilizing forces that outweigh the size issues. What do the

properties of spacer 5 teach us about self-assembly? Folding

onto the outer surfaceminimizes vacuums: surfaces that are

not solvated. Folding, here or in biology, inevitably liberates

solvent and increases overall intermolecular interactions

that stabilize assemblies.

FIGURE9. Renderings of assemblies I and IIwith different spacers7 and8. In (a) the phenyls of the spacer7 are fixed away from the capsule's surface.
In (b) assembly Iwith the spacer8 is bound in a “twisted” fashion (marked red). Thephenyls are foldedbackonto the capsule's surface. In (c) assembly II
with the spacer 8 (marked red when bound in a “twisted” fashion and orange if bound “horizontally” to the cavitand) has fewer stabilizing π�π

interactions with the assembly's hydrogen-bonding array. (Peripheral alkyl groups have been deleted for easier viewing.)
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Capsules to Cavitands: N�H to N�CH3

Early attempts to further deepen the cavitands34 that form

the capsules were unsuccessful: incorporating larger aro-

matic panels by covalent synthesis led to conformational

changes that can be broadly ascribed to solvophobic

collapse,35 and the resulting aggregates were structures that

had no internal spaces.36 So a depth of ∼1 nm was easily

achieved for cavitands, and the application of glycolurils or

propanediureas expanded the capsules through noncova-

lent synthesis. The use of a N-monosubstituted glycoluril

such as 9 would prevent hydrogen bonding, at least along

that edge of the module, and prevent closed capsule forma-

tion. Instead, we expected that 1•1would be separated into

deeper cavitands as shown in Figure 10. The superior

hydrogen bonds should stabilize37 the new cavitand and,

in the arrangement shown with a single enantiomer of the

spacer, provide an asymmetric nanoenvironment38 near

its rim.

In the event, addition of N-methylated glycouril 9 to a

solution of encapsulated normal alkanes in 1•1 gave new

cavitand host1•94 (Figure 10)with alkanes partially inside.39

The alkanes ranged from n-C10H22 to C14H30, and only with

n-undecane which is an ideal guest14 for 1•1, did a small

amount of that original complex persist. The longer alkanes

gave only the new, open-ended assemblies. There is an

obviousmonotony to the spectra (Figure 11), unlike the case

with capsules, where there is a gradual upfield shift with

alkane length as coiling sets in. Here, all alkanes have the

same pattern, at least for the first four carbons of the chain;

these atoms experience the same aromatic envelope of the

cavitand and get in and out the same way.40 Judging from

the chemical shifts, none of these guests are coiled but

exist41 in an extended conformation with their proton

signals shifted upfield by as much as Δδ = �5 ppm. The

diastereotopic signals of the CH2 groups indicate a chiral

magnetic environment.

Four N-methylated glycourils are present but the singlet

at ∼13.5 ppm indicates that all the imide N�H's are equiva-

lent. Accordingly, each assembly involves a single enantiomer

of the glycoluril. This is exquisite self-sorting and was con-

firmed by resolving the glycoluril: both racemic and optically

active compounds gave the same spectra. The optically

active assembly with n-C13H28 and n-C17H36 guests showed

characteristic CD spectra. Ordinarily, n-alkanes cannot com-

pete with an organic solvent for a cavitand.42 Apparently,

the belt of glycolurils provides attraction to normal alkanes,

since these flexible molecules are generally not good guests

for open-ended cavitands. The proposedmodel of the chiral

cavitand 1•94 shown is supported by DOSY and 2D NOESY

experiments.

And Cavitands Back to Capsules
The use of higher alkanes (from n-C15H32 to n-C19H40) gave

unexpected results: a new extended capsule emerges. The

hydrocarbon chains compress to fit into the new capsule in

FIGURE 10. (a) Line drawing of N-methylated glycoluril 9. (b) Modeled
structures of the new cavitand 1•94.

FIGURE 11. (a) 1H NMR spectra (600 MHz, 280 K, mesitylene-d12) of
1•94 complex with normal alkanes (n-C10H22 to n-C14H30) (2 mM). A
small amount of 1•1 persists with C11.
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a manner similar to other completely surrounded alkanes,

and the signals characteristic of coiling appear in the NMR

spectra (Figure 12). The assembly involves four N-methyl

glycourils, two cavitands, andone guest. Twodifferent imide

N�H signals (at 13�14 ppm) indicate a reduced symmetry

for this capsule, and the NOESY spectrum of this assembly

shows unusual crosspeaks between theN-methyl signal and

the imide N�H signals. The spectra indicate a capsule of

composition 1•94•1 as shown in Figure 10, formed by bring-

ing together two cavitands 1•94 with the loss of four glyco-

lurils. Only four hydrogen bonds (and the adhesive forces to

the guest) hold the two halves of the assembly together in

the proposed structure. A DOSY experiment with both 1•1
and 1•94 in solution showed a smaller diffusion coefficient

for 1•1, while a DOSY spectrum of a mixture of 1•94•1 and

1•1 showed a smaller diffusion coefficient for the former.

Unlike extended capsule 1•34•1, which responds to in-

creasing guest length by recruiting two, three, or four belts of

(unsubstituted) glycoluril spacers, the N-methyl groups of

1•94•1 prevent incorporation of more spacers. Accordingly,

n-C20H42 and longer alkanes are no longer guests for1•94•1.
But ironically, n-C20H42 appears to be a good guest for

extended cavitand 1•94; the 1H NMR spectrum of the com-

plex ismuch like those of the shorter alkanes of Figure 9. It is

even possible that a dumbbell-shaped assembly is formed

with an extended cavitandoneither endof the alkane chain.

The progression of species in this system with increasing

alkane length is 1•94 (C10 to C14), 1•94•1 (C15 to C19), and

1•94 again (C20 and above).

A unique feature of this system is the coexistence of the

cavitand 1•94 and capsule 1•94•1 in the presence certain

alkane guests. When n-C18H40 was used as a guest, the

distribution of the assemblies varied with temperature

(Figure 13). The steep curve indicates a cooperative pheno-

menon as higher temperatures force the system from

two to five particles.15 The trend is consistent with the

equilibrium:

21•94(guest)T1•94•1(guest)þ49þ guest(free)

While this is a simplistic view of a complex system, it is

the best we can do, for now.

Conclusions
Why study molecular behavior in small spaces? For more

than a century, the accepted setting for much of chemistry

was dilute solution where reagents are surrounded by a

dynamic sea of solvent. What has changed now is that

biochemistry and chemical biology influence the chemical

researcher. Water is the only acceptable medium, and

organic solvents are deemed as irrelevant (and even

unwholesome). Model compounds or reactions are also

out; site-directed mutagenesis can manipulate proteins or

nucleic acids with exotic substitutes for the naturally occur-

ring components inserted at will. Systems chemistry rather

than linear processes is in vogue with systems biology as

the paradigm. But the present work was done in organic

FIGURE 12. 1H NMR spectra (600 MHz, 300 K, mesitylene-d12) of
complexes with normal alkanes (n-C15H32 to n-C19H30), and proposed
model of the capsule1•94•1 (the peripheral groups are removed for
clarity).

FIGURE 13. Equilibrium between capsule 1•94•1 and cavitand 1•94;
n-C18H38 is the guest. As the temperature is raised, the concentration
of 1•94•1 increases and glycoluril 9 is released.
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solutions with only a few components. We have given

evidence here that incremental changes in capsule and

component structure give disproportionate differences in

behavior of the guest molecules that occupy the space.

The difficulty in predicting which small geometrical

changes in one of the building blocks affects the outcome

of multicomponent assemblies has been encountered by

others.43,44 Nor is this news for the biochemist: single

changes in amino acid side chains of an enzyme in the

confined space of the active site can drastically alter function

and selectivity. We have also encountered how minimal

changes in guest structure provoke strange adaptations in

the capsular assembly, again hardly news to the practi-

tioners of in vitro evolution of nucleic acids. The intimate,

mutual adaptations of the container and the contained

provide a dynamic that shifts an assembly pathway to an

unanticipated outcome. Finally, we note that, unlike the

covalent carcerands or cryptophanes, these spectacularly

unlikely containers have no independent existence; they

appear only when a suitable guest is present. Filling their

small spaces properly is the common, final instruction for

the assembly to emerge.
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